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H 
alloween 2020, Saturday Night and a Full Blue 
Hunter’s Moon. Daylight Savings Time 2020 
ends as we fall back and live the hour 1 a.m. to 

2 a.m. on 11/01/2020 twice, that date being el Día de los 
Muertos. On Monday, November 2 a small sized aster-
oid called 2018VP1 will be in the Earth’s vicinity, com-
ing our way at 40,000 km/hr. On Tuesday the United 
States will hold a presidential election. So no better time 

than now to announce that ROARSHOCK PAGE  will 

be concluding its run with the end of this volume at the 
end of the year. 

 

REAL REPLICA WATCHES  

REVOLUTION 9 

 

If you wish to be removed from future mailings, please click 
here to unsubscribe. In liver wheel gravy cover launch based 
mashed potatoes. Love by camera pleasure pineapple rock by 
way of picture diamond journey very short. Plead nothing 
killed at all attempts. Each year smugglers, not thieves, 
“appear” and do not know if tomorrow depends on circum-
stances which pull a talisman. Heirloom millionaires freeze. 
Richly urgent assistance not mandatory to write this confiden-
tial letter, nor in any manner compel honor against will. The 
profile persuaded to seek assistance of a reputable business 
merchant who operated in the capital. The sightseers simply 
wonder trendy money offered in a free gift box with every 
VIP order. A lovely gift to keep your gorgeous watch there. 
No matter what happens the watch will be enjoyed. All Major 
Designer Replica Watches! Add a bit of posh bling-bling to 
the outfit. Get a luxury replica watch! Larger and Larger. 
Lowest prices, free express delivery and the widest choices 
here! Paraphernalia of high life for less! It really can be done. 
Loose all that cargo. REAL REPLICA WATCHES Or How 
to Be a Genuine Fake By Anon of Ibid In Memory of Robert 
Anton Wilson -- XXIII Grand Master -- Ancient Illuminated 
Seers of Bavaria. We carry the largest selection of replica 
Watches on the Internet. No scamming and no frauds possi-
ble! One day mad horses supply fish and excuse taters. In-
deed. Potatoes psychedelic like LSD, only at a different vibra-
tion. The theory appeared to have been successfully stated 
here. Anything inquired of Anon of Ibid, shakily written. 
Since they were talking to sleep. Protested Charlie out into 
tears. Blessed to stay up the appearance. File attention now, 
how enormously short your shirt, flag, what lick wheel dam-
aged it? A little toe yet damaged too bag much happy bores. 
He stretched more, more. A whisper silver hackney brainy 

car, number nine hermetically sealed contraption. Did coinci-
dence even now began a poor camera correct mix that sold 
sexy skirt tall on uneven register, for choice. And string mate 
forsook practice day pantomime stringed mob to encourage 
the bawdiest humor. The force wolf eyes swim smoggy shin-
ing. How to Give Her Absolute Pleasure? The perfect copy of 
the original. Be amazed, get bigger, go porno good, check this 
site out. Banging has never been more fun girlfriends on 
breakthrough chin-chin finally achieved - the product rated as 
#1. Come here for the Hottest Action girlfriends on break-
through chin-chin finally achieved - the product rated as #1 
Come here for the Hottest Action and Games Online getting 
bare relation press stick for a Shilling a bottle. First watch 
regiment soothe a retired lock that surprised in hope of the 
BONG! Cuckoo! Being dulled by the bright thunder profit. A 
voice, Oh! ROCKS! Cook appeared to have given challenge. 
Bravo! Blue coat schoolboy oven stood for the withheld re-
form care bed of municipal morals. Attract women who like 
mysterious and handsome men. Get advantage today via blue 
colored-tab! Aloha! Get your replicas at wholesale prices. 
Although they did want to heal your ills — or those of your 
loved ones — then after these words so carefully and so often  
said that the sun was already high in the heavens. How your 
doctor has been on TV? Act now and get Free Installation! 
Free Standard Professional Installation only. See Your Pack-
age Options Here! Act now & get the following available 

with Qualifying Packages and five or six little notes scrib-

bled on old scraps of paper stained with a mixture such as 
might naturally be found lying on the floor of a church; each 
of these notes contained the same warning: “They have dis-
covered all days he will return from Rome. Charlie observed 
Surveillance Camera Lost in a sea of food storage.”  She had 
prepared five or six little notes scribbled on old scraps of pa-
per stained with a mixture of earth discovering all, except his 
name. He must not appear again in the street; a certain person 
will let fall one of these scraps of paper. You will never use a 
laptop again. Ready to surprise your lady tonight? Feel 
Timeshare Trusted Solutions. Take Your Timeshare First 
Step! You qualify for an army and a slightly larger navy. 

— Anon of Ibid 
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ROARSHOCK PAGE, Volume 13, Number 12 will become 

available November 26, 2020. 
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THE ADVENTURES OF MYTHIC THE SNAKE 
 

Daughter and Granddaughter with no intention to purchase 
Went to a Reptilian Convention. 
 
They returned with a cage, an orange snake, and some mice 
(in a bag, which they fridged, wrapped with plastic, in ice). 
  
They named the snake Mythic and he was quite small 
There was fresh water, sand, and one defrosted mouse 
His glass house, secured by big clips, was quite tall 
Still my eyes wandered round to the cats in the house. 
 
And then came the news that there was a Pandemic 
Which President Trump said was ‘only the flu’ 
So just as I pondered the weirdness of that 
My granddaughter came to me holding a cat,  
Saying “Mythic is now eating two.” 
 
Oh, how the anxiety grew with the news 
The six feet apart thing, Trump’s “all about me” 
It seemed that this country was split between views 
The masked and the unmasked, the meaning of “free” 
Therefore lost in the politics, protests, and shit 
I missed the announcement when Mythic ate three. 
 
The day came when family said Mythic ate four 
I’d been online Trumping about broken laws 
I was dragged away mourning my words to the cause 
To the Mythic I’d known as a bit of a twig 
But I stood there astonished 
For Mythic was big. 
 
And the horrors went on in the news day by day 
Till it seemed like our country’d been hit with a curse 
Next my family came in and made everything worse 
They tensely informed me that something was wrong 
That Mythic was not in his cage — he was gone! 
 
For many days following I was uneasy 
I’d check out the tub and the sheets on the bed 
The bookshelves, the cupboards, the closets, the plants, 
The shoes in the hall and behind the TV 
The thought of a cat getting him made me queasy 
Then after three weeks I assumed he was dead. 
 
I’d just about finished some work in the house 
When I saw our cat Mithoo bent down to the floor 
He was rigid, eyes large, reaching under the fridge 
Quickly, all of our cats were behind a closed door 
While my daughter worked swiftly defrosting a mouse. 
 
Well Mythic was hungry and came toward that mouse, 
And he took a large bite of the head 
Then my daughter with tongs clamped the bait’s other end 
And she picked him up while he was fed 
 
So Mythic’s adventure is over at last 
We’re all happy he will survive 
There are weights on the top of his habitat now 
but he’s outgrown this space pretty fast 
In three days his new cage will arrive 
 

— Chip Roberts 

NOVEMBER ALMANAC 

 
11/01 2020 DIA DE LOS MUERTOS 
11/02 1960 Penguin Books was found not guilty of 

obscenity in the trial R v Penguin Books 
Ltd, the Lady Chatterley's Lover case. 

11/03 2020 U.S. PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 
11/08 1884 Hermann Rorschach was born in Zürich. 
11/09 1989 Fall of the Berlin Wall. 
11/10 2001 Ken Kesey, cultural frontiersman and 

novelist, died in Eugene, Oregon. 
11/11 1918 Armistice was signed in France, ending 

World War I effective at 11 a.m. 
11/12 1957 Dennis John Mudgett was born. 
11/15 2020 NEW MOON 
11/16 1938 Dr. Albert Hofmann first synthesized 

LSD at Sandoz in Basel, Switzerland. 
11/17 1790 Mathematician August Möbius was born 

in Schulpforta, Electorate of Saxony. 
11/18 1978 Peoples Temple mass-murder/suicides 

occurred  @ Jonestown, Guyana,  
11/20 1985 Microsoft Windows 1.0 was released. 
11/22 1963 Aldous Huxley died in Los Angeles. 
  John F. Kennedy assassinated in Dallas. 
  C. S. Lewis died in Oxford, England. 
11/23 1888 Harpo Marx was born in New York City. 
 1889 World’s first jukebox began operation at 

Palais Royale Saloon in San Francisco. 
11/26 2020 U.S. THANKSGIVING DAY 
11/27 1942 Jimi Hendrix was born in Seattle. 
 1978 San Francisco Mayor George Moscone 

and City Supervisor Harvey Milk were 
assassinated in City Hall. 

11/28 1757 William Blake was born in London. 
11/29 1898 C. S. Lewis was born in Belfast, Ireland. 
 2001 George Harrison died in Los Angeles. 
11/30 2020 FULL BEAVER MOON 
 1835 Samuel Clemens (Mark Twain) was born 

in Florida, Missouri. 
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